
The area we decided to intervene in is the one named «Sheep Meadow».
Our proiect is based on the creation of two cores having different functions and so separa-
ted and put in strategical positions.
The first core has the function of bar and restaurant. It present a wooden base and cor-
ten steelen pillars covered by wood, having on prefabricated T-beams (h 1,50m) for the 
roof. The kitchen, hold in anti-smog white cement walls, is in the middle of the structure 
and is surrounded by a counter, in the same material,  divided into two parts: the first one 
commited to the restaurant, while the second one to the coffee bar.. The service is thought 
to imitate the fastfood type, with order and collection at the cash points, which one placed 
centrally in the longer sides of the counter. Food’s showcases are positioned on the four    
corners. The structure is siutable for 250 people.
The second core can have multiple uses: relaxation area, area for theatre performances/
stage, area for exhibits, shows, conferences and books presentations, movies area, than-
ks to the chance of fixing a roller for a projection screen at the covering beams, fashion 
runway, recreational area and multiuse halls. It presents a wooden structure with tho 
anti-trauma carpets.
We also decided to project a structure to host toilets, well amalgamating with the other 
sides and with the surrounding environment. It present a wooden roof, anti-smog white 
cement walls and glass windows to make natural light come in. Toilets are near by roads, 
to be used both by customers and pedestrians.
The «fil rouge» of the presenttion regarding materials and ecosostenibility. Our idea is to 
use the base of a trunk with his roots as the basis of the two cores having different covers: 
wooder pergola for the stage, a roof garden for the restauration pont, solar panels for toi-
lets, to insert all the elements in nature.
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